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These cool looking little bots are part of a fleet of floating water sensors built by The Lagrangian Sensor
Systems Laboratory (LSSL) at UC Berkeley, the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratories (LBNL) and the
California Department of Water Resources.
In an emergency such as a levi break, flood, or spill, they can be deployed to gather information in a way that is
completely impossible with stationary sensors. These 17! tall bots can steer with the help of their twin props
http://hackaday.com/2012/05/15/floating-sensor-networks/
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and communicate water quality information back to the base via cellular communication and short wave radio.
They describe the resulting data as being like a “google traffic map” showing speed, depth, and contamination
of the water.
There’s a ton of detail on their site, including breakdowns of how the software and hardware are put together.
There’s even a bit of the evolution of the hardware showing the abandoned previous models.
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3 Responses to Floating sensor networks
octel says:
May 15, 2012 at 1:37 pm
“levi break”
Also known as a catastrophic trouser failure?
Reply Report comment
M says:
May 15, 2012 at 1:38 pm
It looks like they repurposed personal blenders as cases.
Reply Report comment
Xeracy says:
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May 15, 2012 at 1:41 pm
Where’s helen hunt when ya need her??
Reply Report comment
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616KD
Transducer
Pressure
Transducer Economical
Starting at $62.00
www.dwyer-inst.com/tra…

ITT Tech Official Site
Convenient
Schedules, Over
130 Locations.
Browse New
Programs.
www.ITT-Tech.edu

Led Lights
Search GE & Top
Brands at Grainger.
Buy Now & Get
Next Day
Shipping!
www.grainger.com/Light…

Expert Pen
Testing Course
Hands-On Pen
Testing Training
learn how to write
exploits and root
kits
InfoSecInstitute.com
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Recent comments
salsaman: Very cool! Of course,
filespace: hmmm.... PVC pipe flame thrower
Xeracy: Where's helen hunt when ya
Erik Johnson: I thought EL had a
vic: Just to clarify, if I
M: It looks like they repurposed
octel: "levi break" Also known as a
squantmuts: Nice job! That is one BIG
Aeva: Haters gonna hate =) Spending a
Peter: Not quite sure what you
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